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5:20 am Latin American News -  News via satellite from Television National de Chile, in Spanish, 
no subtitles.   

 
5:50 am Urdu News -  News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News -  News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News -  News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News -  Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Maltese News -  News from Public Broadcasting Services Limited, Malta, in Maltese, no 

subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News -  News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:00 am PopAsia -  Features back-to-back videos from artists across Asia and all the latest news 

and interviews from the Korean, Japanese, Mandarin and Cantonese pop scenes. Hosted 
by Jamaica dela Cruz and Andy Trieu. (An SBS Production) (Entertainment Series) PG   

 
11:00 am Portuguese News -  News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:30 am Croatian News -  News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Hindi News -  News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News -  News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Celebrity Chef -  This new series invites a Michelin-starred chef to tutor ten Chinese 

stars - all self-confessed foodies - in a variety of special regional styles of food 
preparation. The celebrities are then called on to use their newfound skills in a series of 
studio-based challenges, competing against one another to impress a panel of judges 
and proceed to the next round. The ultimate winner will take home the trophy for being 
China's best Celebrity Chef, along with a deal for a cookbook and a million yuan donation 
to the charity of their choice. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) G **New 
Episode**   
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2:20 pm Duck Quacks Don't Echo -  Richard Madeley, Jason Manford & Denise Van Outen - 
Duck Quacks Don’t Echo is a comedy entertainment show about amazing facts and trivia. 
In this week’s show our host, Lee Mack is joined by Richard Madley, Jason Manford and 
Denise Van Outen, who bring with them an incredible fact each. The point of the show is 
simple: Who has the best fact? They all believe that their fact is absolutely true and they’ll 
all argue passionately for why it should win. The winner of the show is ultimately the 
person who has the best true fact. (From the UK) (Entertainment) (Rpt) M(L) CC   

 
3:10 pm The Tim Ferriss Experiment -  Starting A Business - Tim shares steps anyone can 

follow to launch a successful new business in record time, tapping his friend Noah Kagan, 
who helped design Facebook’s first ad system. (Ep.8) (From the US) (Factual 
Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG    

 
3:35 pm The Doors: Mr Mojo Risin' -  The story of The Doors in the context of their final album, 

L.A. Woman, which was released in April 1971 - shortly before the death of Jim Morrison. 
The remaining band members, friends, producers and journalists discuss The Doors' 
place in 1960's counterculture and how the album was created. What emerges is a 
complex portrait of Morrison and the band in their final enactment, putting together one of 
the most critically acclaimed rock albums just before their subsequent disintegration. 
(From the UK) (Documentary) (Rpt) PG   

 
4:40 pm The Pitch -  Bliss - Skincare company Bliss is looking for an ad campaign to promote 

their new woman's facial hair removal product, 'Fuzz' Off. Company President Mike 
Indursky invites two ad agencies, Los Angeles-based Innerspin and New York's MC²,  to 
create a print ad and an accompanying campaign of their choosing. The campaign must 
capture the Bliss voice, which Indursky describes as "the marriage of relevant and 
irreverence." (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
5:30 pm Vs. Arashi -  In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop idols Arashi 

pit their wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or 
sportspeople every week. The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and 
very cool prizes. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment Series) G **New Episode**   

 
6:25 pm Dare 2 Dance -  Bollywood star Akshay Kumar hosts this entertaining dance show, 

where the contestants are tested not only on their dancing prowess, but also on 
endurance and determination. Ten well-known faces from the Indian dance scene will be 
doing things that they have never done before, and testing not only their skills but facing 
their fears as well. (From India, in Hindi and English) Entertainment Series) G **New 
Episode**   

 
7:30 pm If You Are The One -  With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) G **New Episode**  
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8:30 pm Drunk History -  The Wild West - Hold-outs fight to the bitter end at the Alamo, Billy the 
Kid goes on the run from lawman Pat Garrett, and Teddy Roosevelt rounds up the Rough 
Riders and goes to war. Stars Jake Johnson, Chris Parnell, and Andy Daly. (S.1,Ep.7) 
(From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) M(A,L)   

 
9:00 pm Drunk History -  Nashville - In tonight’s season finale, Lewis and Clark explore the 

dangerous west, evolution is questioned in the controversial “trial of the century,” and 
Dolly Parton has to leave the man who made her famous. Guest starring Tony Hale, 
Aubrey Plaza, Jack McBrayer and more. (S.1,Ep.8) (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) 
M(A,L)   

 
9:30 pm South Park -  Dead Celebrities - Ike begins to see the ghosts of dead celebrities and 

later becomes possessed by the ghost of Michael Jackson. So Kyle brings in professional 
ghost hunters to help save his little brother. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) 
(Rpt) MA (A,S) CC   

 
10:00 pm Ali G: Remixed -  Creator and star Sacha Baron Cohen provides original introductions to 

episodes of his BAFTA Award-winning comedy series ‘Da Ali G Show’ and ‘The Best of 
Ali G’, featuring the characters of British hip-hop enthusiast Ali G, Kazakhstani TV 
reporter Borat and Austrian fashion expert Brüno. One nation. Under G - Booyakasha! 
(From the UK) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) M(S,L)   

 
10:25 pm Sex Toys: Frisky Business -  Xmas - It’s Christmas - more appropriately 'Xmas' at 

Lovehoney - and one of busiest times of the year at that sex toy warehouse. Everyone, 
including the bosses, is on the shop floor trying to get our Christmas goodies out on time. 
Boss Neal wants it to be their most successful month ever by getting the toys advertised 
on TV. But broadcasting sex toys is fraught with red tape and difficulties. With more men 
wanting a piece of the sex toy action, “sexpert” Tracey Cox visits the warehouse with an 
idea for a new masturbation app. And, as the Christmas rush reaches its climax, the 
Returns and Customer Care departments are inundated. (Final) (From the UK) 
(Documentary) (Rpt) MA(S)   

 
11:20 pm Naked News: Uncovered! -  This hilarious, behind-the-scenes series chronicles the 

struggles of a TV network to get ’hot’ again as it follows a dysfunctional news team 
who’ve made it their life’s ambition to produce the Naked News. (From Canada, in 
English) (Documentary Series) (Final) (Rpt) MA(N) CC   

 
11:50 pm In Her Skin -  Mystery, love and scandal intertwine in this addictive telenovela about two 

murdered souls fighting for the control of one body. (From US, in Spanish) (Drama 
Series) M   

 
12:40 am In Her Skin -  Mystery, love and scandal intertwine in this addictive telenovela about two 

murdered souls fighting for the control of one body. (From US, in Spanish) (Drama 
Series) M   
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1:30 am Madame Sata -  A story inspired by the life of one of the most remarkable figures in 
Brazilian popular culture, Joao Francisco dos Santos. In turn bandit, transvestite, street 
fighter, brothel cook, convict and father to seven adopted children, dos Santos - better 
known as Madame Sata - was also a notorious gay performer who pushed social 
boundaries in a volatile time. Directed by Karim Ainouz and stars Lazaro Ramos, 
Marcelia Cartaxo and Flavio Bauraqui. (From Brazil, in Portuguese) (Drama) (2002) (Rpt) 
MA (L,S,D)   

 
3:20 am CCTV News In English From Beijing -  The English language news channel from China 

Central Television (CCTV), the nation's largest national broadcasting network.    
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5:00 am French News -  News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News -  News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News -  News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News -  News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News -  Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Latin American News -  News via satellite from Television National de Chile, in Spanish, 

no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News -  News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News -  News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News -  News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, 

no subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News -  News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News -  News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News -  News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Hindi News -  News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News -  News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Italian News -  News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News -  News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News -  News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News From Cyprus -  News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no 

subtitles.   
 
4:00 pm Cycling: The Samsung Bike Lane -  The Bike Lane showcases the very best in cycling, 

from pro tips, to the latest race news, celebrity challenges and gear reviews. Hosted by 
Matthew Keenan. (An SBS Production) (Cycling) CC   
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4:30 pm India's Dancing Superstar -  This is the ultimate dance battle between India's best 
dancers, as they perform to win the hearts of the country with their superlative talent. The 
show’s philosophy is simple: dance is an expression of emotion and so everybody who 
has a passion for dance is welcome to perform on the program. Showcasing the best solo 
dancers and groups, the show covers all styles from Bollywood to hip-hop, and 
contemporary to Latin. Judges include Ashley Lobo, who trained at Sydney Dance 
Company, choreographer Geeta Kapur, and actor Riteish Deshmukh. (From India, in 
Hindi and English) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
5:40 pm American Ninja Warrior -  This action-packed series follows competitors as they tackle 

the world’s most difficult obstacle courses. The program is hosted by Matt Iseman and 
skier Jonny Moseley, along with sideline reporter Angela Sun. The series covers the 
qualifying rounds and finals from six regional competitions held in three locations: Venice 
Beach, Dallas, and Miami. The national finals will be held in Las Vegas, on a course 
modelled after the famed Mount Midoriyama. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) 
PG   

 
6:30 pm If You Are The One -  With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) G   

 
7:30 pm The Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
8:00 pm Hipsters -  The Future’s Behind Us - Beer labels, café menus, pickle jars… most 

products targeting hipsters look like they were hand crafted by rural artisans deep in a 
mountain commune. Keen to understand the reasons behind the prevalence of rustic, 
old-world branding in the hipster world, Sam seeks guidance from Roberta Ronsivale of 
renowned New York branding and design consultancy MUCCA. Observing that a lot of 
hipsters dress like rural artisans from mountain communes, Sam flies to Melbourne to 
discover if hipsters genuinely do fear the future or just really love the feel of tweed. Sam 
then tackles the touchy subject of gentrification in Brooklyn, where Sam meets author and 
activist Kevin Powell. (S.1,Ep.4) (From Australia) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG   

 
8:30 pm Movies For Monday: Garden State - Andrew Largeman returns to his hometown for the 

funeral of his clinically depressed mother, a journey that reconnects him with some of his 
past friends. Because the trip coincides with his decision to stop taking his powerful 
antidepressants, he also begins to reconnect with himself. A chance meeting with Sam, a 
girl also suffering from various maladies, opens up the possibility of rekindling emotional 
attachments, confronting his psychologist father, and perhaps beginning a new life. 
Starring Zach Braff and Natalie Portman. (From the US) (Movie) (Comedy) (2004) (Rpt) 
MA(D)    
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10:20 pm Movies For Monday: Upstream Color - A woman is abducted and hypnotised with an 
organic material harvested from a specific flower. When she falls for a man, the two come 
to realise he may also have been subjected to the same process. They search urgently 
for a place of safety within each other and struggle to assemble the fragments of their 
wrecked lives, unknowingly drawn into the life cycle of a presence that permeates the 
microscopic world. Starring Amy Seimetz and Shane Carruth. (From the US) (Movie) 
(Drama) (2013) M(A) **Premiere**    

 
12:05 am The Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
12:35 am Hunted -  Hourglass - Travelling undercover with the criminal multi-millionaire she is 

spying on, Sam comes face-to-face with Bernard Faroux, the Frenchman she seduced 
and betrayed in Tangier. He offers to tell her who tried to assassinate her, but only if she 
gives vital information to him instead of Byzantium. Stars Melissa George, Adam Rayner 
and Stephen Dillane. (S.1,Ep.3) (From the UK) (Drama Series) (Rpt) M (S,N,V) CC   

 
1:35 am The Walking Dead -  Days Gone Bye - From this Golden Globe winning zombie drama 

series, comes the story of Sherriff Rick Grimes, who wakes to find himself alone in an 
abandoned hospital after he was shot on duty. He soon discovers that an epidemic of 
apocalyptic proportions has swept the globe causing the dead to rise and feed on the 
living. After making friends with fellow survivor Morgan Jones and his son Duana, Rick 
sets out to find his wife and son in a world terrorised by the walking dead. (S.1,Ep.1) 
(From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MAV(H,V)   

 
2:50 am The Walking Dead -  Guts - Rick unknowingly causes a group of survivors to be trapped 

by walkers. The group dynamic devolves from accusations to violence, as Rick must 
confront an enemy far more dangerous than the undead. (S.1,Ep.2) (From the US) 
(Drama) (Rpt) MAV(H,V)   

 
3:40 am RT News In English From Moscow -  RT from Moscow delivers the latest news and 

current affairs from around the world including special reports and entertainment news.    
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5:00 am French News -  News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News -  News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News -  News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News -  News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News -  Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Ukrainian News -  Ukrainian News from the National Television Company of Ukraine in 

Kyiv, no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News -  News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News -  News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News -  News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, 

no subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News -  News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News -  News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News -  News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Hindi News -  News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News -  News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Italian News -  News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News -  News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News -  News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News From Cyprus -  News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no 

subtitles.   
 
4:00 pm The Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   
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4:30 pm India's Dancing Superstar -  This is the ultimate dance battle between India's best 
dancers, as they perform to win the hearts of the country with their superlative talent. The 
show’s philosophy is simple: dance is an expression of emotion and so everybody who 
has a passion for dance is welcome to perform on the program. Showcasing the best solo 
dancers and groups, the show covers all styles from Bollywood to hip-hop, and 
contemporary to Latin. Judges include Ashley Lobo, who trained at Sydney Dance 
Company, choreographer Geeta Kapur, and actor Riteish Deshmukh. (From India, in 
Hindi and English) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
5:35 pm American Ninja Warrior -  This action-packed series follows competitors as they tackle 

the world’s most difficult obstacle courses. The program is hosted by Matt Iseman and 
skier Jonny Moseley, along with sideline reporter Angela Sun. The series covers the 
qualifying rounds and finals from six regional competitions held in three locations: Venice 
Beach, Dallas, and Miami. The national finals will be held in Las Vegas, on a course 
modelled after the famed Mount Midoriyama. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) 
PG   

 
6:30 pm If You Are The One -  With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) G   

 
7:30 pm The Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
8:00 pm The Office - Angry Andy - Andy returns from his romantic quest to find his manhood in 

jeopardy. As he and Nellie duke it out over the manager’s chair, co-workers share 
unwelcome advice on how to 'perform'. Meanwhile, Kelly is torn between the perfect man 
(guest star Sendhil Ramamurthty) and not-so-perfect Ryan. (S.8,Ep.21) (From the US) 
(Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG(S)     

 
8:30 pm The Notorious - Body and Mind - This episode, Conor tops the bill for the upcoming 

UFC Fight Night in Boston where he will fight German MMA star Denis Siver. As 
everyone else prepares for Christmas Conor is working hard in the gym. As he flies to 
Boston Conor knows a win against Siver will make him the No.1 contender. (Ep.5) (From 
Ireland) (Documentary Series) M(V,L) **New Episode**    

 
9:00 pm Superstar DJs With Annie Mac - Diplo - In this episode Annie Mac tracks down 

American DJ, Producer and record label head honcho Diplo. Annie travels to Miami to 
meet Wesley Pentz before he plays the main stage at Ultra Music Festival, one of the 
biggest electronic festivals in the world. She heads to Vegas to check out his new club 
residency and spends some time in the studio, uncovering how it all started for him, 
finding out why he’s one of the most in demand producers going. (Ep.5) (From the UK) 
(Documentary Series) M(L) **New Episode**      
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9:30 pm Hollands Hope - The two trailer park guys who robbed Pepijn of his cash and stash are 
roaming the land in search of a farm named Hollands Hope. Pepijn spots them first and 
calls in the help of Matthias's brother Bert on condition of discretion. (S.1,Ep.5) (From the 
Netherlands, in Dutch) (Drama Series) (class tba) **New Episode**    

 
10:30 pm 12 Monkeys -  Arms of Mine - Things are getting grim. Now that Cole is trapped in 2015, 

the mission seems to be doomed in 2043. As such, Cole and Cassie try to get some 
answers out of Aaron Marker to find out what Olivia and ‘The Witness’ are up to next. 
Stars Aaron Stanford and Amanda Schull. (S.1,Ep.12) (From the US) (Drama Series) 
MA(V) **Final**  

 
11:25 pm South Park - Helen Kellerman: The Musical! - Cartman goes overboard directing a 

Thanksgiving production of "The Miracle Worker." Meanwhile, Timmy develops a bond 
with a runt turkey named Gobbles. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M(A) 
CC   

 
11:55 pm The Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
12:25 am The Story Of Film -  (1969-1979) Radical Directors in the 70s - This series covers the 

film landscape from silent cinema to the modern day digital era. National cinemas 
produced extraordinary talents, including Germany's Wim Wenders, the Australian New 
Wave filmmakers and audacious new offerings from South America. The 1970s also 
introduced Bruce Lee and the new American cinema. In the late 1980s, brave filmmakers 
around the world challenged and protested social and political norms by speaking the 
truth through film. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) MA (N,A)   

 
1:35 am The Walking Dead -  Tell It To The Frogs - Rick is reunited with Lori and Carl, but soon 

decides - along with some of the other survivors - to return to the rooftop and rescue 
Merle. Back at camp, tensions run high between the other survivors. (S.1,Ep.3) (From the 
US) (Drama) (Rpt) MAV(H,V)   

 
2:25 am The Walking Dead -  Vatos - While searching for Merle, Rick and the others come 

across another group of - seemingly hostile - survivors. Meanwhile, back at camp, Jim is 
deeply disturbed by a dream he cannot fully remember, a dream which may turn out to be 
prophetic. (S.1,Ep.4) (From the US) (Drama) (Rpt) MAV(H,V)    

 
3:20 am France 24 News In English From Paris -  International news and current affairs 

television from Paris, offering a French perspective on world events.    
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5:00 am French News -  News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News -  News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News -  News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News -  News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News -  Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Ukrainian News -  Ukrainian News from the National Television Company of Ukraine in 

Kyiv, no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News -  News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News -  News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News -  News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, 

no subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News -  News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News -  News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News -  News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Hindi News -  News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News -  News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Italian News -  News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News -  News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News -  News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News From Cyprus -  News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no 

subtitles.   
 
4:00 pm The Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   
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4:30 pm India's Dancing Superstar -  This is the ultimate dance battle between India's best 
dancers, as they perform to win the hearts of the country with their superlative talent. The 
show’s philosophy is simple: dance is an expression of emotion and so everybody who 
has a passion for dance is welcome to perform on the program. Showcasing the best solo 
dancers and groups, the show covers all styles from Bollywood to hip-hop, and 
contemporary to Latin. Judges include Ashley Lobo, who trained at Sydney Dance 
Company, choreographer Geeta Kapur, and actor Riteish Deshmukh. (From India, in 
Hindi and English) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
5:35 pm American Ninja Warrior -  This action-packed series follows competitors as they tackle 

the world’s most difficult obstacle courses. The program is hosted by Matt Iseman and 
skier Jonny Moseley, along with sideline reporter Angela Sun. The series covers the 
qualifying rounds and finals from six regional competitions held in three locations: Venice 
Beach, Dallas, and Miami. The national finals will be held in Las Vegas, on a course 
modelled after the famed Mount Midoriyama. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) 
PG   

 
6:30 pm If You Are The One -  With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) G   

 
7:30 pm The Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
8:00 pm The Office - Fundraiser - Unemployed Andy crashes a fundraiser for the Senator (guest 

star Jack Coleman) and winds up adopting twelve disabled dogs. Dwight discovers that 
winning an auction means losing money, and Darryl teaches Nellie how to eat a taco. 
(S.8,Ep.22) (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG **New Episode**    

 
8:30 pm Movie Mayhem With Marc Fennell: Jacob's Ladder - For years Jacob Singer has been 

haunted by flashbacks of his war time experiences in Vietnam. But now, years later, 
something much more frightening is occurring. Hallucinatory demonic images have 
invaded his life. Jacob fearing for his sanity, seeks out his old psychiatrist, only to 
discover than he has been killed in a car explosion. Later, an old war buddy confronts him 
with a tale of terror. He tells Jacob that he is experiencing the same nightmarish visions 
that are haunting Jacob. Jacob is stunned. But their bond is short lived. Soon afterward, 
Jacob's friend is killed in another car explosion. (From the US) (Movie) (Drama) (1990) 
MA(A,V)   
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10:35 pm Movie Mayhem With Marc Fennell: Sid And Nancy - Morbid biographical story of Sid 
Vicious, bassist with British punk group the Sex Pistols, and his girlfriend Nancy 
Spungen. In 1977, Sid Vicious and Johnny Rotten are the stars of the punk rock group 
the Sex Pistols. Sid falls in love with a young American, Nancy, and the two become 
more and more addicted to drugs. In October 1978 at the Chelsea Hotel in New York, 
Nancy is found stabbed with Sid lying prostrate at her side. Arrested and accused of 
murder, he dies of an overdose before his trial. (From England) (Movie) 
(Drama/Biography) MA(D,A,V,L)    

 
12:40 am The Feed - Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
1:10 am The Story Of Film - 1970s and Onwards) Innovation in Popular Culture - This series 

covers the film landscape from silent cinema to the modern day digital era. National 
cinemas produced extraordinary talents, including Germany's Wim Wenders, the 
Australian New Wave filmmakers and audacious new offerings from South America. The 
1970s also introduced Bruce Lee and the new American cinema. In the late 1980s, brave 
filmmakers around the world challenged and protested social and political norms by 
speaking the truth through film. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) MA (V)   

 
2:20 am The Walking Dead - Wildfire - The survivors deal with the aftermath of the walker attack 

and decide to move to the CDC, hoping to find a cure for an infected Jim. Meanwhile, 
Shane - finding his leadership position challenged by Rick - succumbs to his inner 
demons. (S.1,Ep.5) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(H,V)   

 
3:10 am The Walking Dead - Ts-19 - At the C.D.C., Rick and the others find Dr. Edwin Jenner, a 

scientist who is on the verge of suicide. But just when they think they're safe, Jenner tells 
them that the building is on a countdown to self-destruct. (S.1,Ep.6) (From the US) 
(Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(V) 

 
4:05 am DW News In English From Berlin - News and analysis of the top international and 

European news and current affairs from Berlin.    
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5:00 am French News -  News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News -  News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News -  News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News -  News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News -  Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Maltese News -  News from Public Broadcasting Services Limited, Malta, in Maltese, no 

subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News -  News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News -  News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News -  News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, 

no subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News -  News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News -  News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News -  News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Hindi News -  News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News -  News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Italian News -  News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News -  News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News -  News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News From Cyprus -  News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no 

subtitles.   
 
4:00 pm The Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   
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4:30 pm India's Dancing Superstar -  This is the ultimate dance battle between India's best 
dancers, as they perform to win the hearts of the country with their superlative talent. The 
show’s philosophy is simple: dance is an expression of emotion and so everybody who 
has a passion for dance is welcome to perform on the program. Showcasing the best solo 
dancers and groups, the show covers all styles from Bollywood to hip-hop, and 
contemporary to Latin. Judges include Ashley Lobo, who trained at Sydney Dance 
Company, choreographer Geeta Kapur, and actor Riteish Deshmukh. (From India, in 
Hindi and English) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
5:35 pm American Ninja Warrior -  Venice Beach Qualifying - This action-packed series follows 

competitors as they tackle the world’s most difficult obstacle courses in qualifying and 
finals rounds in Los Angeles, Baltimore, Denver and Miami, with the national finals round 
in Las Vegas, on a four-stage course modelled after the famed Mt. Midoriyama. Hosted 
by Matt Iseman, former NFL player Akbar Gbaja Biamila, and co-host Jenn Brown. (From 
the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G   

 
6:30 pm If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) G   

 
7:30 pm The Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
8:00 pm Gadget Man - Health And Safety - Gadget Man believes the world is out to get him. 

Thankfully there are whole assortments of gadgets to protect him from accidents, crime 
and even himself. There are even gadgets to protect his gadgets! In this week’s episode 
of Gadget Man, Richard is simply hoping to make it to the end of the show in one piece. 
Along the way, he’ll secure his house with the latest Home Security gadgets, have a 
stuntman stare danger in the face (so he doesn’t have to), as well as testing  his survival 
preparations for  the kind of world ending apocalyptic peril that only  Richard seems to be 
concerned with. (S.4,Ep.4) (From the UK) (Factual Entertainment) G **Final**    

 
8:30 pm Mythbusters -  Herding Cats/Full Of Crap/Greased Pig - On this Mythsion Impossible 

Episode, the MythBusters try to 'Herd cats' and 'catch a greased pig', but will these 
implausible idioms turn out to be true, or can the MythBusters make the impossible 
possible? (From the US) (Entertainment) (Rpt) PG CC   

 
9:30 pm TT: Closer To The Edge - Narrated by Jared Leto, this documentary follows the journey 

of outspoken lorry mechanic-cum-pro biker, Guy Martin, and his bid to win the 2010 
event. And it illustrates with punishing clarity just what a victory in the world's most 
dangerous road race requires. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Sport) (2010) M(L) 
**Premiere**    
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11:25 pm UEFA Champions League Highlights -  All the highlights from the UEFA Champions 
League 2015-2016. (Sport)   

 
12:25 am The Feed -  Marc Fennell, Patrick Abboud, Jeanette Francis and Andy Park discuss the 

latest in news, technology and culture, adding a fresh perspective on the latest local and 
international headlines. (An SBS Production)   

 
12:55 am The Story Of Film -  (1980s) Moviemaking and Protest - This series covers the film 

landscape from silent cinema to the modern day digital era. National cinemas produced 
extraordinary talents, including Germany's Wim Wenders, the Australian New Wave 
filmmakers and audacious new offerings from South America. The 1970s also introduced 
Bruce Lee and the new American cinema. In the late 1980s, brave filmmakers around the 
world challenged and protested social and political norms by speaking the truth through 
film. (From the UK) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M (S,N,V,L)   

 
2:05 am The Walking Dead -  What Lies Ahead - After failing to find answers at the Centres of 

Disease Control, police officer Rick Grimes and the group are on the road again. Their 
struggle for survival takes them out of Atlanta in search for a safe haven in a world 
ravaged by a zombie epidemic. Can Rick and the others hold onto their humanity as they 
fight to live in this terrifying new world? And, amidst dire conditions and personal rivalries, 
will they ultimately survive one another? In the season two premiere episode, Rick leads 
the group out of Atlanta. On the highway, they are stopped by a threat unlike anything 
they have seen before, before they search for someone who has gone missing. 
(S.2,Ep.1) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) MA(H,V) CC   

 
3:15 am The Walking Dead -  Bloodletting - Coming to the aid of another, Rick discovers a 

possible safe haven. With one of the group’s life at risk, Shane must go on a dangerous 
mission to get badly needed medical supplies. (From the US) (Drama Series) MAV(V,H)   

 
4:05 am NHK World English News -  News and information on Japan's politics, business, culture, 

entertainment and more.    
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5:00 am French News -  News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News -  News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News -  News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News -  News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News -  Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am DW Global 3000 -  News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News -  News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News -  News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News -  News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, 

no subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News -  News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.    
 
11:05 am Japanese News -  News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News -  News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Hindi News -  News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News -  News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Italian News -  News via satellite from RAI Rome in Italian, no subtitles.   
 
1:35 pm German News -  News via satellite from DW Berlin, in German, no subtitles.   
 
2:05 pm Spanish News -  News via satellite from RTVE Madrid, in Spanish, no subtitles.   
 
3:05 pm Greek News From Cyprus -  News via satellite from CyBC Cyprus, in Greek, no 

subtitles.   
 
4:00 pm Running Man Australian Special I - Running Man, South Korea's smash hit variety 

show, is coming to Australia! The cast heads down under to find the four elements and 
track down a hidden treasure chest on a massive hunt across Australia. This first day is 
chock-full of adventure from start to finish, so get ready to dive into the ocean’s depths, 
make some unlikely friends, and explore everything this continent has to offer. (From 
South Korea, in Korean) (Entertainment Series) (class tba) **Pop! Weekend Special**   
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5:45 pm PopAsia BigBang Concert Special -  Following the release of their fifth mini-album 
Alive, BigBang set off on their 2012 Alive world tour, kicking off with three nights at the 
Olympic Gymnastics Stadium in Seoul. Recorded live in front of thousands of their 
screaming fans, this concert special sees the group put on a spectacular show filled with 
their hit songs like Bad Boy, Blue, Fantastic Baby and the eternal favourite Lies. The 
concert will be presented by PopAsia, hosted by Jamaica dela Cruz and Andy Trieu and 
featuring a selection of BigBang's best music videos. (An SBS Production) 
(Entertainment) PG **Pop! Weekend Special**    

 
7:30 pm If You Are The One -  With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) (Rpt) G **Pop! Weekend Special**     

 
8:30 pm Movie: The Thieves - A band of five infamous Korean thieves receive an irresistible offer 

from Macao Park, a former partner: steal 'Tear of the Sun', a 318-carat diamond worth 
twenty million dollars, hidden in a Macao casino. (From South Korea, in Korean) (Movie) 
(Action) (2012) MA(V) **Pop! Weekend Special**     

 
10:55 pm Lan Kwai Fong 3 -  Wilson Chin takes another trip back to Hong Kong’s hottest nightlife 

district with this third installment, completing extremely popular trilogy about the lives and 
lusts of good looking young party goers. (From Hong Kong, in Cantonese) (Movie) 
(Romantic Comedy) (2012) (class tba) **Pop! Weekend Special**     

 
12:40 am Movie: 20th Century Boys -  Based on a popular Japanese manga series, this is the 

first chapter in an epic three-part sci-fi fantasy series. The story begins in 1969 when 
young Kenji and his friends spend their holidays recording their apocalyptic fantasies in 
their 'Book of Prophecies'. Years later, a grown-up Kenji is working a menial job. 
However, when an old classmate dies, a strange series of events is sparked that come 
straight out of their childhood imaginings. Directed by Yukihiko Tsutsumi and stars 
Toshiaki Karasawa, Etsushi Toyokawa and Takako Tokiwa. (From Japan, in Japanese) 
(Cult) (2008) (Rpt) MAV (V) **Pop! Weekend Special**     

 
3:15 am NHK World English News -  News and information on Japan's politics, business, culture, 

entertainment and more.    
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5:00 am French News -  News via satellite from FT2 Paris, in French, no subtitles.   
 
5:50 am Urdu News -  News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.   
 
6:20 am Indonesian News -  News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.   
 
7:00 am Russian News -  News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.   
 
7:30 am Polish News -  Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.   
 
8:00 am Hungarian News -  News via satellite from Duna TV (DTV) Budapest, in Hungarian, no 

subtitles.   
 
8:30 am Macedonian News -  News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in 

Macedonian, no subtitles.   
 
9:05 am Croatian News -  News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.   
 
9:40 am Serbian News -  News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, 

no subtitles.   
 
10:20 am Portuguese News -  News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no 

subtitles.   
 
11:05 am Japanese News -  News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.   
 
11:40 am Hong Kong News -  News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.   
 
12:00 pm Hindi News -  News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.   
 
12:30 pm Dutch News -  News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.   
 
1:00 pm Movie: Summer Wars - Kenji is your typical teenage misfit. He's good at math, bad with 

girls, and spends most of his time hanging out in the all-powerful, online community 
known as OZ. His second life is the only life he has - until the girl of his dreams, Natsuki, 
hijacks him for a starring role as a fake fiancé at her family reunion. Things only get 
stranger from there. A late-night email containing a cryptic mathematic riddle leads to the 
unleashing of a rogue AI intent on using the virtual word of OZ to destroy the real world, 
literarily. As Armageddon looms on the horizon, Kenji and his new "family" set aside their 
differences and band together to save the worlds they inhabit. (From Japan, in English) 
(Movie) (Action) (Anime) (2009) (class tba) **Pop! Weekend Special**       

 
3:05 pm Vs. Arashi -  In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop idols Arashi 

pit their wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or 
sportspeople every week. The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and 
very cool prizes. (From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G **Pop! 
Weekend Special**    
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4:00 pm Running Man Australian Special II – Running Man, South Korea's smash hit variety 
show, is coming to Australia! The cast heads down under to find the four elements and 
track down a hidden treasure chest on a massive hunt across Australia. This first day is 
chock-full of adventure from start to finish, so get ready to dive into the ocean’s depths, 
make some unlikely friends, and explore everything this continent has to offer. (From 
South Korea, in Korean) (Entertainment Series) (class tba) **Pop! Weekend Special**   

 
5:40 pm PopAsia Special – Details TBA. **Pop! Weekend Special**   
 
6:30 pm We Are Young – A reality show about exchange students who come from China and 

Australia. Between 14 and 16 years old, the two will live and study in each other’s country 
for 30 days. 30 days is not as short as a finger snap, and living in an unfamiliar country 
could be a big challenge for these teenagers. They may feel excited, but also frustrated. 
When you were a teenager, would you feel curious about the life of your peers living in 
other country on the earth? What do they eat? What’s their favourite TV show? How do 
they deal with the deadline of their assignment? Will they feel stressed out if there is an 
important exam tomorrow? Find out in We Are Young! **Pop! Weekend Special**    

 
7:30 pm If You Are The One -  With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this 

popular Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to 
impress a panel of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in 
the man through the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the 
action in front of a large studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment 
Series) G **New Episode/Pop! Weekend Special**   **   

 
8:30 pm 20 Once Again - MengJun is a stubborn and cranky granny who falls into depression 

when she finds out that her family has decided to send her to a senior home. She 
restlessly walks around the neighborhood and comes across a photo studio where she 
dresses up and takes a photo for her eventual funeral. On her bus ride back home, she is 
startled to see that the 70-year old woman’s face is gone, replaced by a stunning face of 
a young woman! Embracing her newfound youth, MengJun changes her name and starts 
singing in her grandson's band where she attracts the attention of a record producer and 
that's when the real fun begins. 20 Once Again is a Chinese remake of the Korean smash 
hit comedy Miss Granny. (From China, in Mandarin) (Movie) (Comedy) (2015) (class tba) 
**Premiere/ Pop! Weekend Special**      

 
10:30 pm Space Dandy - This dreamy adventurer with a to-die-for pompadour travels across the 

galaxy in search of aliens no one has ever laid eyes on. Each new species he discovers 
earns him a hefty reward, but this dandy has to be quick on his feet because it's first 
come - first served! Accompanied by his sidekicks, a rundown robot named QT and 
Meow the cat-looking space alien, Dandy bravely explores unknown worlds inhabited by 
a variety aliens. Join the best dressed alien hunter in all of space and time as he embarks 
on an adventure that ends at the edge of the universe. (From Japan, in Japanese) 
(Animation) (class tba) **New Series Premiere/Double Episode** **Pop! Weekend 
Special**    
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11:30 pm Assassination Classroom - Forget about homework and pop quizzes. The students of 
Class 3E have a far more important assignment: kill their teacher before the end of the 
year! A tentacled sensei is out to conquer the classroom after destroying seventy percent 
of the moon. In addition to reading, writing, and arithmetic, the murderous monster behind 
the lectern will teach his students everything he knows about the assassination game. 
Should some eager beaver prove to be a quick study in killing, he or she will save Earth 
from extinction - and collect a hefty reward. But they'd better take some serious notes 
while class is in session because their slaughtering sensei has eight deadly tentacles just 
waiting to wreak havoc on humanity. (From Japan, in English) (Animation/Drama Series) 
(class tba) **New Series Premiere/Double Episode** **Pop! Weekend Special**      

 
12:30 am Movie: 20th Century Boys Chapter 2: The Last Hope -  The second part of this epic 

sci-fi fantasy trilogy continues in the year 2015. Kenji, the hero from the first film has been 
missing for 15 years and the evil Friend rules an apocalyptic vision of the world. Kenji’s 
niece, Kanna, is a high school student with a rebellious streak. But when a New Book of 
Prophesies surfaces, it appears that Kanna is the chosen one who has the power to 
defeat Friend's empire and reveal the fate of her uncle. Directed by Yukihiko Tsutsumi 
and stars Toshiaki Karasawa, Etsushi Toyokawa and Takako Tokiwa. (From Japan, in 
Japanese) (Cult) (2009) (Rpt) MAV (V) **Pop! Weekend Special**     

 
3:05 am CCTV News In English From Beijing -  The English language news channel from China 

Central Television (CCTV), the nation's largest national broadcasting network.    


